
Designed as a three-layer material barrier against the transmission 
of airborne droplets, Sea to Summit’s Barrier Face Mask is 
comfortable to wear and easy to re-use. 

Many countries are adopting the mandatory use of non-medical face 
masks in public spaces—and many customer-facing businesses 
are following suit. There is growing evidence that, coupled with 
good social hygiene practices, the use of face masks in public helps 
protect the community and reduces the spread of viruses. 

Comfortable by design, this non-medical face mask is made with a 
brushed and quilted 50D polyester stretch knit fabric that’s thermo 
formed and seamless for a snug, contoured fit. Providing full nose 
and mouth coverage, the elasticised ear loops keep the mask 
securely in place. 

Highly breathable and weighing only 10g, this mask feels light on 
your face and is equally comfortable to wear for short trips to the 
store or longer commutes and extended travel. To re-use, simply 
machine wash at 60°C and dry.

 

Comfortable, stylish and reusable 
thermo formed face mask for 
everyday use
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Code Description Weight ◊ Packed Size 
(HxWxD)cm

Packaged Size
(HxWxD) cm

In-use Size
(HxWxD) cm Barcode

ATLFMRGBK Face Mask - Regular Black 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 17 x 17 9327868143726
ATLFMRGDB Face Mask - Regular Ocean Blue 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 17 x 17 9327868143733
ATLFMRGRD Face Mask - Regular Rhubarb Red 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 17 x 17 9327868143740
ATLFMSMBK Face Mask - Small Black 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 16 x 16 9327868143757
ATLFMSMDB Face Mask - Small Ocean Blue 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 16 x 16 9327868143764
ATLFMSMRD Face Mask - Small Rhubarb Red 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 16 x 16 9327868143771
ATLFMXSBK Face Mask - Extra Small Black 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 12 x 10.5 x 10.5 9327868144105 
ATLFMXSDB Face Mask - Extra Small Ocean Blue 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 12 x 10.5 x 10.5 9327868144112 

ATLFMXSRD Face Mask - Extra Small Rhubarb Red 10g 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 14.5 x 13 x 0.6 12 x 10.5 x 10.5 9327868144129 
◊ Weights & dimensions may have a slight variation from samples to actual production, final packaging will be updated to production weights

* Sea to Summit Barrier Face Mask is a non-medical mask and should not be used as, or in substitute for, personal protective equipment

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS
• Helps reduce the spread of airborne droplets

• Comfortable, lightweight and breathable next  
to skin fabrics

• Thermo formed seamless profile for a comfortable fit

• Elasticised ear loops for secure positioning

• Stylish quilted three-layer construction

• Discourages hand-to-face contact

• Soft brushed 50D stretch knit fabric

• Machine washable at 60°C and reusable

• Three sizes to fit the whole family

• For non-medical* use

Brushed 50D polyester stretch knit fabric

FACE MASK



Sea to Summit face masks are valve-free, creating a two-way barrier to 
reduce exposure for the wearer against airborne droplets and for the 
community against asymptomatic transmission. Masks with breathing 
valves do not filter the wearer’s exhalation—they only filter their 
inhalation. 

Wearing a mask can also help to discourage hand-to-face contact as we 
all become more conscious of germ transmission.

For customer peace-of-mind, Sea to Summit’s Barrier Face Mask is packaged individually and sealed for a 
visible pre-purchase safeguard. A printed sizing chart on the packaging allows customers to confidently choose 
the right sized mask without trying it on.

Shipped in 25 piece retail-ready point of sale cartons.  

While recent increased demand for face masks make them an attractive proposition for any brand, this product 
will become a long-term addition to Sea to Summit’s established and trusted TravellingLight range.
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FACE MASK

Comfortable, lightweight 
and breathable next to 
skin fabrics

Elasticised ear loops 
for secure positioning

Stylish quilted 
construction

Machine washable at 
60̊ C and reusable

Encourages good social 
hygiene practices

Helps reduce the spread of 
airborne droplets

Discourages hand-to-face contact
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Using the ruler on this package, measure from 
the base of your chin to the bridge of your nose.

Based on this measurement, choose the appropriate size: 

• 8cm or lower – EXTRA SMALL size (for Children)
• Between 8 and 12cm – SMALL size (typically Women)
• 12cm or higher – REGULAR size (typically Men)

CHOOSING YOUR SIZE
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* Sea to Summit Barrier Face Mask is a not recommended for children under the age of 2


